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About Cummins
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Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation 
of complementary business units that design, manufacture, 
distribute and service engines and related technologies, 
including fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration, 
emission solutions and electrical power generation systems. 

Headquartered in Columbus, Indiana (USA), Cummins serves 
customers in approximately 190 countries and territories 
through a network of more than 600 company owned 
and independent distributor locations and approximately 
6,000 dealer locations.

Cummins Distribution Europe

Cummins has strong distribution across Europe, 
providing new equipment sales and full aftermarket support 
across its product range of engines and gensets for a wide 
range of applications and market segments. This includes 
the provision of service, repairs and maintenance, and the 
supply of parts and engine consumables. 

Cummins delivers local support through a network of 
modern, fully equipped Service Centres providing in‑shop 
support, complemented by a team of mobile service 
technicians and engineers who provide rapid response 
at the customer’s location. This is complemented by the 
European Cummins Network of Authorised Service Providers.

Recreational and Light Commercial Marine

For more than 90 years, Cummins offers a complete line 
of propulsion power solutions from 6 ‑ 15 liters (230‑715 bhp), 
designed specifically for recreational and commercial marine 
applications, including:

n  Coastguard / Patrol n  Defence / Government

n  Fishery  n  Motor Yachts

n  Ribs    n  Sail Yachts

n  Workboats

Cummins Onan Marine Generators

Cummins Onan is the industry’s foremost leader in marine 
generators, supplying recreational and commercial marine 
markets and some of the finest yacht builders in the world. 
The Cummins Onan generator sets range from 4‑99 kW. 
They provide state‑of‑the‑art controls and diagnostics, 
reliability as well as smooth, quiet operation. 

This Recreational & Light Commercial Marine Operators 
Guide offers a comprehensive reference to quickly 
identify the right product and closest authorised 
Cummins Service Provider.



Filters

Part Number Description Models Covered

FF5488 Fuel Filter QSB,QSC,QSL

LF3959 Oil Filter QSB check ser no

LF3972 Oil Filter QSB check ser no

LF9009 Oil Filter QSC,QSL

FS20402 Fuel Separator (Racor type) QSB

FS20202 Fuel Separator (Racor type) QSC,QSL

FS19709 Fuel Filter Various Onan

0122‑0810 Oil Filter Various Onan

Cummins Filtration is the leading worldwide designer 
and manufacturer of filtration products for heavy duty diesel 
powered equipment; and it owns the well recognised brand 
of Fleetguard.

Our unique expertise in engines and integrated systems 
allows us to provide performance you can count on ‑ 
even while extending service intervals Cummins dealers 
offer a full range of genuine Cummins Onan and heavy duty 
cross reference filtration for most brands along with 
premixed and concentrate coolant products to protect 
your valuable equipment.

Features:

n Extended uptime

n Increased operator comfort

n Lower operating costs

n  Reduced environmental impact

n Broad product range
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Oils, Lubricants and Sprays
Valvoline Premium Blue

Valvoline’s Premium Blue Engine Oil is designed 
to provide advanced lubricant performance in modern, 
emissions treatment equipped diesel engines, including all 
types of Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) and Diesel 
Particulate Filters (DPF). When used in conjunction with 
Ultra‑Low Diesel Sulphur fuel, this product technology 
offers a long‑life, extended drain capable, balanced 
formulation which helps maximise engine durability as well 
as after‑treatment cleanliness.

Valvoline’s Premium Blue Engine Oil is endorsed 
by Cummins Engine Company and has been tested 
extensively by Cummins. It is approved against the 
CES 20081 specification. 

Oil Monitor Service

Monitor™ Analysis is a service provided by Fleetguard 
through dealers to individuals or companies. The user 
removes the lube sample to be analysed and submits 
the sample direct to an independent laboratory to be 
analysed. The laboratory will then report direct to the user 
or company that submitted the sample. A copy of each 
report is directed to the selling dealer.

Valvoline Maintenance Products

Valvoline also provides maintenance products for your 
engines; special oils, greases and maintenance sprays are 
available through your local Cummins service locations.

Part Number Details Application

VALV17711 Premium Blue 15W/40 engine oil (5 litres) All models

VALV17706 Premium Blue 15W/40 engine oil (20 litres) All models

VALV16047 Super Outboard 4T 10W/30 (4 litres) 4 Stroke Oil

VALV16020 Super Outboard 2T 10W/30 (1 litre) 2 Stroke Oil

VALV16027 Super Outboard 2T 10W/30 (4 litre) 2 Stroke Oil

VALV14851 ATF (5 litres) ATF Type D

VALV54330 Multispray Penetrant and Lubricating All models

VALV55189 Heavy Duty Radiator Flush (1 litre) All models

VALV55004 Fuel Injector and Carb Cleaner All models

CC2748M Cummins Compleat Coolant (5 litre) All models

CC2526 Oil Monitor pre paid Oil Analysis Kit All models
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Engine Maintenance Product Guide

 Part Number Description

A CC2748M 5 litre Premix Coolant

B FF5488 Fuel Filter B,C,L

C 3288689 Belt 6BT

D VALV17711 5 liter 15w 40 Engine Oil

E 3897337 Imp 6BT + 6CT

E

E

CA

A

D

B

B

C

D
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Gearbox Maintenance Product Guide

Valvoline

Fully Synthetic 
Gear Oil

Valvoline

ATF Hydraulic Oils

Valvoline

15w40, 30w and 
40w Gearbox Oil

Fleetguard Gearbox 
and Hydraulic Filter 
Equivalents

Above image displays a ZF 85A gearbox. 
Cummins uses various makes of gearboxes with their 
engines. Filters and consumables are available for ZF, 
Twin Disc and other leading makes .
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Sea Water Pump Impellers
Sherwood, Jabsco and Gilkes impellers available through your local dealer

Engines cooled using raw water have two water pumps. 
One pump is designed to pull water out of the sea or lake, 
which supplies the circulation pump that keeps the 
engine cool. The raw water pump uses the water it pumps 
to lubricate the impeller. For this reason, the raw water 
pump should never run out of water. 

Direct Cooling

Raw water (river water or seawater) is pumped 
directly through the cylinder block, exhaust manifold, 
exhaust silencer (if fitted) and exhaust pipe. 
Manufacturers of direct‑cooled marine engines design them 
carefully to minimise corrosion in the cooling passages 
in the engine block.

To keep the engine running efficiently at its optimum 
temperature, the rate of water flow through the cylinder 
block is regulated manually or automatically.

On average, petrol engines and fast‑running diesel engines 
with direct cooling require a raw water flow of about 
36‑39 litres (8 ‑ 8.5 gallons) per minute for each 75kW 
(100 bhp) of engine power. Engines with indirect cooling 
require more flow: about 65‑70 litres (14.5 ‑ 15.5 gallons) 
per minute for each 75kW (100bhp) of engine power. 

A raw water cooling pump must self‑prime reliably 
at a wide range of engine speeds, tolerating sandy 
or silty water without loss of flow, and without needing 
frequent maintenance. Flexible impeller pumps do the job, 
often for years at a time, with little maintenance. 

To optimise cooling system performance and efficiency 
your sea water pump impeller should be checked 
on a regular basis and replaced as necessary.

For further information on available impellers please contact 
your Cummins Marine dealer.

Part Number Description Models Covered

3974456 Impeller kit QSB5.9 & QSB6.7

3972366 Impeller kit QSC8.3

3897337 Impeller kit QSL9

4933743 Impeller kit (14) Spline QSM11

5260394 Impeller kit (10) Spline QSM11
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Cummins ReCon® Remanufactured Engines

Cummins ReCon Remanufacturing

Cummins ReCon is the name used within Cummins 
to designate our line of genuine remanufactured parts 
and engines. 

Cummins ReCon products are not just repaired or rebuilt. 
They are remanufactured at Cummins’ factories. 
Remanufacturing is the highest quality repair. 

Choosing a remanufactured product reduces downtime, 
allows new technology to be incorporated into a repair, 
and turns a discarded item into a valuable product 
ReCon products truly are the next best thing to new! 

Factory Remanufactured Marine Engines

A Cummins ReCon marine engine gets a customer 
back on the water faster than an overhaul, because of 
direct availability. ReCon marine engines are backed 
by the best warranty coverage and the largest parts 
and service network worldwide, two year/2000 hour 
(whichever occurs first) warranty covers 100% parts, 
labour and travel expenses. Extended Coverage Plan 
options are also available. No other supplier can offer 
this total value package of reliability, performance, 
service support, warranty and price.

Much more than an overhaul

On a cost effective Cummins ReCon engine, every part 
is completely disassembled down to the last nut and 
bolt, thoroughly cleaned and inspected and replaced with 
new parts if needed. Critical wear parts such as pistons, 
rings, bearings, bushings, seals and gaskets are replaced 
with genuine, new Cummins parts. After final assembly, 
computerised engine test cells guarantee  
like‑new performance.

ReCon Marine Engine Benefits

n Recreational applications (155hp – 670hp) 

n Light Commercial applications (150hp – 610hp)

n Fast turnaround

n Immediate availability

n Like‑for‑like replacement

n Cost effective solution

n  High quality product, incorporated with the latest 
product upgrades

n Two year/2000 hour warranty (whichever occurs first)

n Extended Coverage Plan options

n Backed by the global Cummins network

n Environmentally responsible alternative
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The following Cummins Marine ReCon 
engine models are available:

n 4BT

n 6BT

n 6BTA

n 6CTA

n QSB5.9*

n QSC8.3*

n QSM11*

*SmartCraft equipment on these engines is early version 1
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Genuine New and ReCon® Parts
For Dependability Insist on Genuine Parts

There is a genuine difference in the performance, 
reliability, durability and value of engine parts. 
That’s why it pays to go with Genuine Cummins 
and Cummins ReCon. Everytime. Cummins continually 
improves the performance characteristics of its engines. 
As improvements are identified, they are incorporated 
into Genuine Cummins Parts. Genuine Parts meet 
exacting Cummins specifications, utilise advanced 
material, incorporate state of the art Cummins design 
and technology, have an industry leading warranty 
and are backed by a worldwide service network.

The Genuine Difference

When you’re looking for the best in durability, dependability 
and value, Genuine Cummins Parts and Cummins ReCon 
parts beat the competition in every measure. Look closely, 
and you’ll see that there’s a genuine difference in how they 
are designed, how they’re manufactured and how they work. 
A difference that gives you confidence, knowing that your 
engine is going to deliver peak performance, every time.

Every Part. Advanced

Cummins parts don’t just meet your original engine 
specifications. They incorporate the latest advances 
in materials, component design and manufacturing 
techniques. So whether you are talking about a brand new 
precisionhoned cylinder liner or a complete ReCon engine, 
Cummins parts go beyond original specifications, to deliver 
performance that goes beyond expectations. It’s a benefit 
you only get with Cummins.

Every Part. Tested

Every Genuine Cummins and Cummins ReCon part has 
to pass rigid quality testing on the production line, using 
the latest in precision tooling and statistical process 
controls. From new pistons designed to operate over 
20,000 hours under extreme conditions to ReCon injectors 
that are remanufactured on the same assembly line as new 
injectors, they deliver more value for your money.

Every Part. Supported

When contacting your Cummins distributor or dealer, 
you can rely on trained and experienced parts specialists. 
You get the right parts and also the best support 
and advice.

Every Part. Available

Availability of parts is as important as their quality. Next to 
their own extensive stock, Distributors and dealers are 
backed by one of the largest Cummins Global Logistics 
(CGL) parts distribution centres (PDC). Located in Belgium, 
CGL has access to virtually every part for over 8 million 
Cummins engines.

ReCon® Parts

When equipment life cycle calls for an overhaul, 
smart operators are trading their old components for 
Cummins ReCon remanufactured exchange components. 
Cummins ReCon parts provide fast turnaround and will get 
your equipment up and running and earning money again 
in hours.
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Cummins Onan Cruise Kit

n  Oil Filter x2

n  Fuel filter x2

n  Sea water pump impeller x2

n  V‑belt x1

n  Laminated marine service and maintenance schedule

n  Convenient plastic carrying case

n   Zinc anode x2*

  (* Zinc anode not required for MDKBH)

Included in the kits are the following parts:

Part Number Kit Part No.

MDKBH 100‑3478‑58

MDKBK, MDKBL,  
MDKBM, MDKBN

100‑3478‑52

MDKBT, MDKBU 100‑3478‑60

MDKBP, MDKBR  
(negative ground spec A‑C on)

100‑3478‑54

MDKBP, MDKBR  
(isolated ground spec A‑C on)

100‑3478‑55

MDKBP, BR, BV  
(iso. ground BP/BR spec D on)

100‑3478‑63

MDKBP, BR, BV  
(12V neg. grd BP/BR spec D on)

100‑3478‑61

MDKBP, BR, BV  
(24V neg. grd BP/BR spec D on)

100‑3478‑62

MDDCA, CB, CC, CF, CG 541‑1529‑51

MDDCD, CE, CH, CJ 541‑1529‑52

Cummins Onan® Marine Generators power your voyage like no other. Our reputation for reliability, technological excellence 
and worry‑free, clean and quiet operation makes us the global leader in marine generator set production. The onboard 
Onan Cruise Kit provides all the necessary and essential generator parts mariners require for worry free voyages.
Enjoy convenience and peace of mind by having the parts on hand when you need them.



Cummins Cruise Kits
The onboard spares kits provide all the necessary and essential engine parts mariners required for worry free voyages. 
Enjoy convenience and peace of mind by having the parts on hand when you need them.   

The kit contents include: 

Engine Model QSB5.9 (A)* QSB5.9 (B)* QSB5.9 (C)* QSB6.7 QSC8.3 QSL9 QSM11

Kit Reference no. MK9000425A** MK9000425B** MK9000425C** MK9000067** MK9500540** MK9500560** MK9670715**

Description Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no.

Case (1x) 391840200 (1x) 391840200 (1x) 391840200 (1x) 391840200 (1x) 391840200 391840200 (1x) 391840200

Oil filter (1x) LF0397200 (1x) LF0397200 (1x) LF0397200 (1x) LF0395900 (1x) LF9009 FF5488 (1x) LF0908000

Fuel filter (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF5488 LF9009 (1x) FS0100900

Belt drive (1x) 397512700 (1x) 494619700 (1x) 494619800 (1x) 494619700 (1x) 3289056 328905600 (1x) 302852100

Belt sea water pump (1x) 17855800 (1x) 498111700 (1x) 498111700 (1x) 5289420 N/A N/A N/A

Impellor (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397236600 389733700 (1x) 5260394

Anode (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 6824100 6824100
(1x) 395792100 
(3x) 00682410

Fuel/water separator (1x) FS2040200 (1x) FS2040200 (1x) FS2040200 (1x) FS2040200 (1x) FS20202 FS20202 N/A

Water filter N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A (1x) WF0207500

n  Oil filter

n  Fuel filter

n  Sea water pump impeller

n  Drive belt

n  Fuel / water separator filter

n  Zinc anode

* Based on the Engine Serial Number (ESN) a Cummins representative knows which QSB5.9-M version is applicable.

** Kit Reference no. only applies at Cummins UK.
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Cummins Engine Basic Maintenance Kits
Cummins can supply off the shelf basic service kits to suit your Quantum engine. 

Cummins Engine Basic Maintenance Kits will provide you the essential components for routine engine maintenance.

Kits contain:

n  Oil filter

n  Fuel filter

n  Fuel water separator (where applicable)

n  Engine anodes

n  Sea water pump impeller

n  Lube oil and coolant can also be supplied at extra cost 
along with belts and any other service parts required

Engine Model QSB5.9 (A)* QSB5.9 (B)* QSB6.7 QSC8.3 QSL9 QSM11

Kit Reference No. QSB5.9SRVKTA** QSB5.9SRVKTB** QSB6.7SRVKT** QSC8.3SRVKT** QSL9.0SRVKT** QSM11SRVKT**

Description Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no. Part no Part no

Oil filter (1x) LF0395900 (1x) LF0397200 (1x) LF0395900 (1x) LF9009 (1x) LF9009 (1x) LF0908000

Fuel filter (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF0548800 (1x) FF5488 (1x) FF5488 (1x) FS0100900

Impellor (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397445600 (1x) 397236600 (1x) 389733700 (1x) 5260394

Anode (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 006824100 (3x) 00682410

Fuel/water sep (1x) FS20402 (1x) FS20402 (1x) FS20402 (1x) FS20202 (1x) FS20202 (2x) FS19605

Water Filter NOT FITTED NOT FITTED NOT FITTED NOT FITTED (1x) WF2073 (1x) WF2075

* Based on the Engine Serial Number (ESN) a Cummins representative knows which QSB5.9-M version is applicable.

** Kit Reference no. only applies at Cummins UK.
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Part Number Description

858064QB1 High performance gear lube 1 litre

858065QB1 High performance gear lube 9.46 litre

858077K01 Power steering fluid 1 litre

879194241 Filter gearbox

879150A68 Filter hydraulic system

879150A65 Anode kit

Zeus service and maintenance items*

An Unparalleled Level of Protection 
and Performance 

Zeus Pod Drives provide improved fuel economy, 
faster cruise speed, and faster top speed and come 
in Twin, Triple and even Quadruple installations. All giving 
the protection, manoeuvrability and performance every 
boater needs.

Zeus Support

*Cummins recommends service to be conducted by an authorised 
Cummins service provider.
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Smartcraft aftermarket parts support

n  Gauges

n  Vessel view

n  Joystick controls

n  Wiring harness

n  Throttle and helm controls

n  Sensors

The next generation of SmartCraft® is available across 
Cummins pod, inboard and sterndrive engines and offers 
the maximum amount of vessel control and information 
management in the marketplace, resulting in the ultimate 
outcome of intuitive boating. Estimated range, fuel 
consumption, maintenance updates and engine temperature 
are all at your fingertips with the advanced SmartCraft 
system. By constantly monitoring and integrating 
the wealth of information your vessel can provide, 
SmartCraft allows you to fully maximise every aspect of your 
vessel’s performance! 

SmartCraft Support
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Aftermarket Support

Cummins provides a comprehensive range of service 
and maintenance options for the Recreational and Light 
Commercial Marine business and fully supports the 
following products:

n  Cummins diesel engines

n  Cummins Onan gensets

n  Zeus propulsion systems

n  Smartcraft monitoring equipment

Cummins Support Features

n  In‑house and on site support, 
depending on Service Provider capability

n  Factory trained and qualified technicians, parts experts 
and service advisors for the best technical support

n  Quality tooling for reliable diagnostics, 
maintenance and repairs

Cummins Care: 24/7/365 International 
Support Contact Number

Cummins Care marine specialists are 
available to help with the following requests:

n  Locate the nearest authorised repair location

n  Manage the repair event process

n  Provide consistent communication and updates  
on repair event status

n  Assist with general Cummins information 
and product inquiries

Global Service Network

With a global network of authorised Recreational & Light 
Commercial Marine Service Providers, Cummins is able 
to provide you with comprehensive sales and service 
support wherever you may be.
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Service  n  Parts  n  Consumables  n  Engine Exchange

Our aim is to provide you world‑class service support across Europe that is fast and responsive, flexible and convenient, 
and minimises equipment downtime and costs. For a quotation or to book your service, maintenance or repair, contact your 
local Recreational & Light Commercial Marine Service Provider who will be happy to help.
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Boat Owner Information
My Boat Details

Boat Name:

Engine type and HP: Drive type:

Engine serial number  Port: Starboard:

Drive serial number     Port: Starboard:

Service Spares

Part number Description Quantity

Engine oil filter

Engine fuel filter

Engine water filter

Primary fuel filter

Engine service kit

Engine oil

Engine Coolant

Engine anodes

Sea water pump impeller

Sea water pump belt

Drive belt

Drive high performance lube

Drive anode kit

Inboard gearbox oil

Gearbox oil filter
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